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To all whom it may COW/06771.‘ 
Be it known that I, Louis Bum. ilnm'rolx', 

a citizen "of the United States, residing at 
Durant, in the county of Bryan and State 
of Oklahoma, have invented certain new 
and useful Improvements in Well Drills,‘ of 
which the following is a speci?cation, ref 
erence being had therein to the accompany; 
ing drawings. 

This‘ invention relates to rotary well 
drills, and particularly to those of the kind 
that form a'core that is removed for exami 
nation‘ to ascertain the character of the ma-' 
terial through which the drilling is per 
formed. 

It is an object of the invention to rovide' 
a drill device so arranged that its rill-bit 
will form a core somewhat smaller than the 
barrel to which it is attached, so‘ thatthe 
core will be retained practically intact in 
the barrel, ‘in. order that it may exhibit the 
strata and other characteristics of the for 
mations from which it is taken. 

' Another object of the invention is so to 
arrange a valve in the barrel that a core 
can move upwardly past it without rupture 
and which retains the core and other matter 
in the barrel until it is withdrawn. _ 

Still another object ofthe invention ‘is 
to provide a device of this charactenso ar 
ranged that water in su?icient quantities is 
supplied to the drill-bit from the ‘drill-stem 
to whichthe device is connected. ' 
When considered with the - description 

herein, the characteristics of the invention 
are ap arent from the accompanying draw 
ings, orming part hereof, wherein an em 
bodiment is disclosed, for purposes of illus 
tration. > ' 

Although the, disclosures exemplify'what - 
now is considered to be a preferable em 
bodiment of the invention, it is to be under 
‘stood that it is not the intention to be 
limited necessarily thereto in interpretation 
of the claims, as modi?cations and adaptaé 
tions within the limits of they claims can be 
made without departing from the nature of 
the invention. _ 

Like reference-characters refer to corre 
sponding arts in the views of the draw~ 
ings, of w ich— ' v 

Fig. l is a longitudinal section; 
Fig. 2 is a view of the drill-bit in eleva 

tion and of the lower portion of the barrel 
in section; , 

Fig. 3 is a section on the line 3-3, Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a‘ section on the line 4-4, Fi 1; 
' Fig. 5 is a view of the valve; . 
vFig. (i is an end view of ‘the drill-bit. 
The device includes a drill-bit having a 

body 7, from which. teeth 8 extend down 
wardly. The peripheral surface of the teeth . 
and body tapers slightly from the bottom 
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toward theYtop, to avoid binding in the ' 
drilled hole. A substantially vertical pas 
sage or chamber 9 extends through the bit 
and inside of the teeth, which are arranged 
therearound, and the passage tapers from. 
between the teeth to a slightly larger diam 
eter toward the top, to prevent binding of 
the cutcore therein. The teeth curve down 
.wardly and forwardly and taper to their 
lower or cutting edges, and this curved for 
mation is such that as the‘ tooth material 
wears the cutting edges at the same time are 
sharpened. -A peripheral groove 10 extends 
upwardly from in front of each tooth to 
permit upward movement of cuttings. 
The upper end of the bit has an annular 

channel or groove 11, from which water— 
' passages 12>lead to places of discharge be 
tween the teeth. An exteriOrly-threaded 
nipple 13 positioned inside of the channel 
extends upwardly from the bit body, and it 
is arranged to be screwed into the interiorly 
threaded power end portion of a core-barrel 
14, whereby the bit is connected thereto. 
‘The core-barrel is of slightly less. exterior’ 

diameter and of slightly larger interior di 
ameter than the drill—bit, whereby cuttings 
and other matter passing upwardly outside 
of the bit may continue movement in the 
hole outside of the barrel and whereby the 
core formed inside of the bit, may move 
freely and intact into the barrel. The lower 
end of the barrel, after the nipple is 
screwed home, seats snugly against the 
upper end ofthe bit and covers the channel 
11, and in its wall there are water-passages 
15 extending from its upper end to the 
channel. 
A clip 16 on the exterior of the barrel ex 

tends across an elongated longitudinal seat 
or groove 17 in the barrel. The seat ac 
commodates an arm 18, which normally is 
‘held in place by the clip, and extends at an 
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angle from and is a part of the valve-stem ‘ 
19. The stem extends into the wall of the 
barrel in secant disposition with respect to 
the periphery thereof, and a valve 20 is 
mounted swingably on the intermediatepor-vv 
tion of the stem and extends upwardly 
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end ‘against the barrel. 

' threaded. lower 
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therefrom. 
sheet metal, it is or approximately elliptical ' valve is made of shape so that its edge may close against the 

inner surface of the barrel when it is dis 
posed at an inclination to the axis, and it is 
curved transversely so that it may lie closely 
against the barrel when it opens upwardly, 
whereby a substantially intact core may 
move‘ past the valve. T he valveis kept nor 
mally closed.‘ by a spring 21, which in the 
form shown is attached at one end to the 
valve near the stem and bears at the other 

--Vents ‘.19 extend from the interior to the 
exterior of-the barrel near its upper end, 
to permit exit from the barrel of soft mud, 
water, etc, ‘that may pass the valve or col 
lect while lowering the device. into a well. 
‘The vents also permit exit of such matter 

while a core is being formed and as it moves 
into the barrel. The barrel is threaded in 
teriorly above the vents to hold therein an 
exteriorly-threaded plug 23. The‘ barrel is 
exteriorly threaded at ifs upper end, where 
by it may be connected to_an interiorly 

end of a drill-stem 2st. 
l/Vater is supplied to the device through such 
a stem, and the plug prevent-s its passage 
into the interior of the barrel‘ and causes it 
to seek outlet through the longitudinal pas 
sages of the barrel to the bit. ,The water 

~thus supplied to the bit keeps it cool, softens 
material through which the bit is working, 
and \washes the cuttings upwardly to ‘the 
exterior of the barrel. 
Forthe usual run of operations for the 

taking of a core as a sample of the forma~~ 
tions through which a well is being driven, 

‘ . the barrel is somektwenty feet long, and the 
.49 device is arranged to take a core of almost 

the length of the barrel and to keep it intact 
until it can be withdrawn from the well and 
removed .from the barrel for examination. 
The spring of'the valve is arranged to yield 
to permit the valve to open entirely'as the 
core presses thereagainst and moves past it, 
and the spring is of such strength that it _ 

ahead of the core. 

"its against the side 
to prevent it rrem 

causes the . v‘e t p‘ 

the core just enoug 

descending out of the ter is being withdrawn from a well, without 
breaking it.‘ The valve also prevents de 
scent of other matter that may accumulate 
in the barrel and causes it to seek exit 
_tl'1rough the vents. 

After the'barrellhas been withdrawn from 
a well, and it is desired to remove the core 
from its bottom rather than'i’rom its top, 
the valve may be released by releasing the 
hold of the clip 16 on the arm '18, pulling 
that arm outwardly of the seat 17, and then 
pulling the stem 19 out of the barrel. Then 
the valve is free to fall out of the barrel 

ready for another drilling- operation, the 
valve is replaced in the barrel and the vstem 
inserted and locked in its normal position. 
Having thus described _my invention, 

what I claim as new, and desire to secure 
by Letters Patent, is— - ' 
A well-drill device comprising the com 

bination of a drill-bit having teeth extend 
ing downwardly from its-body, a vertical 
central passage, an annular water channel 
in its top, water-passages leading from said ' 
channel to spaces ,between said teeth, and 
an- upwardly-extendingnipple inside of said 
channel; a barrel abutting against the top 
of said drill-bit, connected thereto by said" 
nipple, containing longitudinal water-pas 
sages leading to said channel, and having a 
vent extending from‘ the interior to the 
exterior of its upper‘ portion; a removable 
plugvabove said vent; an upwardly-opening 
valvein ‘the lower portion of said barrel 
arranged when open‘ to lie closely against 
its wall; and means whereby a hollow drill 
stem is secured to the upper portion of said 
barrel in communication with the water 
passages therein- -- ~ 

In testimony whereof I affix my signature. 

LOUIS BURL CLINTON. 
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